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Goal: The goal of this research is to 
effectively extract steps for performing a 
specified procedure from published text 
descriptions.
Objective:
• Develop performance measures 
to evaluate recipe steps. 
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• By comparing manually annotated 
documents that conveyed desired results to 
automatically extracted steps and finding 
any discrepancies to improve on how 
recipes are organized. 
• Each annotator manually compiles a set of 
reference recipes to compare against 
automatically extracted ones, tallies errors, 
then audits a different set of scientific 
papers marked up by another annotator.
• We used a tool called ChemTagger to help 
us extract the recipe sentences, such as 
chemical names, actions, and quantities.
• We did modifications to ChemTagger to 
close our Domain and improve the 
accuracy of recipe extraction.
Background
• The procedure is meant to create 
nanomaterial and relevant source text 
consists of peer-reviewed scientific 
publications.
• A recipe should include raw materials and 
unit operations, among other specifications 
of a chemical engineering process. Results
• These documents were filtered to determine which ones are:
• Scientific papers, ranked by relevance
• Divided and extracting structured information about the specified ingredients and steps
Interpretation/Summary
In conclusion, we were able to 
improve the output generated 
by the extractor to first 
identify the experimental 
section in the the chosen 
scientific literature, extract the 
procedural steps, and 
efficiently assemble the 
extracted steps into a 
functional recipe.  
Experimental Test Bed
• A corpus of experimental documents was collected using a web 
crawler from open access web archives. 
Figure 1: Pipeline – PDF Selection, Step Extraction, Assemble Recipe.  
Figure 2: Results based on Automated and Manual Annotations.
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• Continue to improve upon the 
precision, recall, and efficiency of 
filtering and ranking documents.
• Continuing work will evaluate the 
hypothesis that domain-specific 
features yield an improvement over 
baseline (text and metadata only).
• Improve assembly of recipe and 
removal of unnecessary wordage. 
